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We anticipate that further

experimental investigation of the specific

role of each of the five classes of Brix

domain proteins in eukaryote model

organisms, especially in yeast, will yield

valuable new insights about ribosome

synthesis and be key to our understanding

of the ribosome biogenesis pathway.
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A ubiquitin-interacting motif conserved in components

of the proteasomal and lysosomal protein degradation

systems

Kay Hofmannand Laurent Falquet

Ubiquitination generally serves as a signal

for targeting cytoplasmic and nuclear

proteins to the proteasome for subsequent

degradation. Recently, evidence has

accumulated indicating that ubiquitination

also plays an important role in targeting

integral membrane proteins for degradation

by the lytic vacuole or the lysosome. This

article describes a conserved protein motif,

based on a sequence of the proteasomal

component Rpn10/S5a, that is known to

recognize ubiquitin. The presence of this

motif in Eps15, Epsin and HRS, proteins

involved in ligand-activated receptor

endocytosis and degradation, suggest a

more general role in ubiquitin recognition.

Ubiquitin is a small protein, highly

conserved among eukaryotes, that becomes

covalently attached to both itself and a

variety of cellular proteins1,2. The role of

this ubiquitination is mostly to target

proteins to the 26S proteasome

degradation pathway3. In some cases,

monoubiquitination (e.g. of histones) does

not lead to degradation, but instead

regulates other cellular processes such as

chromatin remodeling4. Recently, several

reports have described a role for

monoubiquitination in a different pathway

of protein degradation – the endocytosis

and subsequent proteolysis of receptors

and other transmembrane proteins by the

vacuole or the lysosome5,6. According to the

current model, the decisions about which

protein is to be degraded at a specific time

is made by the ubiquitination machinery,

often in response to a prior event such as

phosphorylation. Consequently, both the

proteasome and the endocytosis machinery

need a mechanism by which to faithfully

recognize ubiquitinated proteins.

The 26S proteasome comprises two main

particles: the 20S core proteasome and the

19S regulatory complex. Subunit S5a (also

known as Rpn10) of the 19S regulator binds

polyubiquitin chains and has a preference

for chains containing four or more ubiquitin

monomers. The ubiquitin-interacting

region has been mapped to two short,

related motifs that are found in all members

of the S5a family7. Using these regions,

which comprise ~20 residues, as a starting

point, we searched for other potential

ubiquitin-binding sequences. Specifically,

we used a combination of iterative database

searches with generalized profiles, and

Hidden Markov Models (profile-HMMs)8.

Only sequences that matched a profile or an

HMM derived from previously established

family members, with error probabilities of

p < 0.01, were used for subsequent iteration

cycles. After eight cycles, the sequence motif
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converged to a set of proteins shown in

Fig. 1, most of which had multiple copies

of the motif. The recognizable part of the

motif contains 20 residues, comprising a

highly conserved Φ-x-x-Ala-x-x-x-Ser-x-x-Ac

core, in which Φ denotes a large

hydrophobic residue and ‘Ac’denotes an

acidic residue. This core region is preceded

by a block of four preferentially acidic

residues. Such a short sequence motif is

unlikely to form an independent folding

domain. Instead, based on the spacing of

the conserved residues, the motif probably

forms a short α helix that can be

embedded into different protein folds.

As shown in Fig. 2, the ubiquitin-

interacting motif (UIM) occurs in a wide

variety of proteins, most of them having a

modular architecture; that is, bearing

multiple homology domains. In addition

to the proteasomal S5a subunit (in which

the region corresponding to the UIM is

known to bind ubiquitin), the UIM is

found in proteins either involved in

ubiquitination and ubiquitin metabolism,

or known to interact with ubiquitin-like

modifiers. Among the UIM proteins are

two different subgroups of the UBP

family of deubiquitinating enzymes,

one F-box protein, one family of

HECT-containing ubiquitin-ligases (E3s)

from plants, and several proteins

containing ubiquitin-associated UBA

and/or UBX domains9. By contrast, no

ubiquitin-activating enzyme (E1) or

ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme (E2) have

been found to contain a UIM domain.

An observation of particular interest is

the occurrence of UIMs in four classes

of proteins involved in receptor endocytosis –

the Eps15 subfamily of EH-domain proteins,

the epsin subfamily of ENTH-domain

proteins and two families of VHS-domain

proteins, including the FYVE-finger

proteins HRS and Vps27, and the SH3-

domain proteins STAM and HBP. Eps15 is

phosphorylated on Tyr850 by the ligand-

activated epidermal growth factor (EGF)

receptor and this phosphorylation is

required for subsequent receptor

endocytosis10. Furthermore, Eps15 binds

to epsin, and both of these proteins

interact with components of the

endocytosis machinery, including clathrin

and the AP-2 complex11,12. The fact that

the phosphorylation site of Eps15 is

immediately adjacent to a tandem UIM

suggests that this motif might be involved

in the regulated endocytosis of the EGF

receptor. Liquid facets (lqf), an epsin from

Drosophila melanogaster, was identified in

a genetic screen as a dominant enhancer of

the fat facets (faf) mutant eye phenotype13.

This relationship links the gene encoding

lqf with the ubiquitin system because faf is a

deubiquitinating enzyme. An additional link

between Eps15 and ubiquitin recognition

is provided by the yeast protein Ede1p, the

closest homolog of mammalian Eps15

(Ref. 14): in the yeast protein, the UIM is

replaced by a UBA domain, a homology

domain known to bind ubiquitin15.

Proteins with an N-terminal VHS

domain can be divided into three subtypes

on the basis of their domain

organization: (1) Vps27–HRS-like (type A);

(2) STAM–HBP-like (type B); and (3) other

proteins (type C) (see Fig. 2, type C not

shown). Several reports document an

interaction between members of

subfamilies A and B (Refs 16,17). These two

types of VHS proteins become Tyr

phosphorylated upon activation of different

growth factor receptors. In budding yeast,

Vps27p is involved in targeting proteins to

the vacuole. Recently, a role of HRS in

ligand-induced degradation of the EGF

receptor (but not its endocytosis) has been

demonstrated18. Two further observations

have confirmed the connection between the

ubiquitin and the endocytotic pathways

with respect to VHS proteins: (1) HBP

contains a UIM and binds to the mouse

deubiquitinating enzyme UBPY (Ref. 19);

and (2), in yeast, Vps27p interacts

genetically, and colocalizes, with Doa4p,

another deubiquitinating enzyme20.

Finally, the functions of several

UIM-containing proteins suggest a role

of this motif in the pathogenesis of

neurodegeneration. Machado–Joseph

Disease (MJD) is an autosomal dominant

neurodegenerative disease caused by

expansion of the polyGln tract near the

C-terminus of MJD1 (also known as

ataxin-3). A hallmark of polyGln-linked

ataxias are intranuclear inclusions, which

contain ubiquitin and, at least in the case of

MJD, components of the proteasome21. The

ataxin-3 protein contains a tandem UIM

upstream of the polyGln sequence and, in

one splice variant, an additional UIM

downstream of the expansion. Ataxin-3 has

been reported to bind to HHR23, a human

homolog of Rad23p that contains ubiquitin-

related and -associated domains22. However,

the UIM region of ataxin-3 is not required

for this interaction. In addition, genetic

screens in D. melanogaster have recently

provided evidence that the pathology

associated with polyGln expansion can be

suppressed by increased expression of

J-domain-containing chaperonins23,24;

interestingly, at least one human DnaJ

homolog (HSJ1) contains a recognizable

UIM motif. A further indirect link between

ubiquitination and neurodegeneration is

provided by KIAA1386, an uncharacterized
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Ti BS

Mm EPS15     852 SEEDMIEWAKRESEREEEQR P42567
             878 QEQEDLELAIALSKSEISEA
Mm EPS15R    863 NEEQQLAWAKRESEKAEQER Q60902
             889 QEQEDLELAIALSKADMPA
Hs EPSIN     183 EEELQLQLALAMSKEEADQP BAB14041
             208 EDDAQLQLALSLSREEHDKE
             233 GDDLRLQMAIEESKRETGGK
Hs EPSIN2    276 EEELQLQLALAMSREVAEQE O95208
             301 GDDLRLQMALEESRRDTVKI
Dm LqFac     201 EEELQLQLAMAMSREEAEQE Q9VS85
             226 SDDVRLQLALSQSEQDFKDP
Sc Ent1      175 SYQDDLEKALEESRITAQED Q05785
             206 DEDPDFQAALQLSKEEEELK
Sc Ent2      165 ENDDDLQRAISASRLTAEED Q12518
             189 KQDEDYETALQLSKEEEELK
Hs HRS       258 QEEEELQLALALSQSEAEEK O14964
Hs STAM      171 KEEEDLAKAIELSLKEQRQQ Q92783
Mm HBP       165 KEDEDIAKAIELSLQEQKQQ O88811
Sc Vps27     258 DEEELIRKAIELSLKESRNS P40343
             301 EEDPDLKAAIQESLREAEEA
Sc Yhl002w   162 SDDEELQKALKMSLFEYEKQ P40343
Hs S5A       211 SADPELALALRVSMEEQRQR P55036
             282 TEEEQIAYAMQMSLQGAEFG
Dm S5A       212 NEDPELALALRVSMEEQRQR P55035
             276 TEEAMLQRALALSTETPEDN
             303 TEEEQIAFAMQMSMQDAPDD
Sc Rpn10     223 SMDPELAMALRLSMEEEQQR P38886
Sc Ufo1      547 DEDEQLRRALEESQLIYETQ Q04511
             583 EDDEEFLRAIRQSRVEDERR
             651 NVDEDLQLAIALSLSEIN
Hs USP25      97 DDKDDLQRAIALSLAESNRA Q9UHP3
Hs KIAA1594  656 SEEELLAAVLEISKRDASPS
             758 REEQELQQALAQSLQEQEAW
             780 KEDDDLKRATELSLQEFNNS
At UPL1     1316 QEDDELAQALALSLGNSSET Q9M7K7
Hs KIAA1386  976 EDDPNILLAIQLSLQESGLA Q9P2G1
Hs MJD       224 EDEEDLQRALALSRQEIDME O15284
             244 DEEADLRRTIQLSMQGSSRN
             335 SEEDMLQAAVTMSLETVRND
Hs HSJ1      250 SEDEDLQLAMAYSLSEMEAA P25686
At T5E21.7   374 EEEEELQRALAASLEDNNMK Q9MA26
At F15P23.3  188 AEEEMIRAAIEASKKDFQEG Q9ZPH8
             231 REDEDIARAISMSLEAMSYL
At T5C23.170 139 IEEEMIRAAIEASKKEAEGS Q9T0E1
             170 EDDDDIAIAVTMSLKSAEEE
At C7A10.500  65 FDKEEIECAIALSLSEQEHV O23197
             110 DEDEEYMRAQLEAAEEEERR
             172 EEDELLAKALQESMNVGSPP
At AC012396  140 EDDDDLDKAIALSLQGSVAG AAG30974
At K1F13.30  119 EEDELLARTLEESLKENNRR BAB10938
             181 DVDEQFAKAVKESLKNKGKG
             244 DEDEQLAKAVEESLKGKGQI
At F25P22.8  139 EEENQIQLALELSAREDPEA Q9SFN9
Dm CG15118   510 DEDDMLQYAIEQSLVETSGA Q9V8R1
             660 YVDPDLAMAMRLSQQEQRKF
             685 QEQEMIEQALKLSLQEH
Sc Spp41     171 QDDENLRMAILESLQELNTN P38904
Ce F39B1.1     2 SDDEELQLAIEISKKTFKDE Q20187
Dm CG6091    621 N

Consensus        .ede.L..A...S..e....

ESEMLQQAIQMSTRDYMED Q9VTK7

Fig. 1. Alignment of representative UIM motifs. Residues
invariant or conservatively substituted in ≥50% of the
sequences are printed on black and green backgrounds,
respectively. The nearly invariant Ala and Ser positions
are highlighted in red. For each sequence, the species is
given in the leftmost column, followed by the protein
name. Database accession numbers are given in the
rightmost column and refer to the SwissProt/TrEMBL
database. The bottom line indicates the consensus
sequence with uppercase letters representing positions
conserved in ≥50% of the sequences and lowercase
letters representing visible conservations in <50% of
the sequences. Abbreviations: Hs, Homo sapiens;
Mm, Mus musculus; Dm, Drosophila melanogaster;
At, Arabidopsis thaliana; Ce, Caenorhabditis elegans;
Sc, Saccharomyces cerevisiae. This multiple sequence
alignment (alignment number ALIGN_000115) has been
deposited with the European Bioinformatics Institute
(ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/embl/aling/
ALIGN_000115.dat).



human protein harboring a UIM next to a

region with extensive similarity to parkin,

a putative ubiquitin ligase whose

deficiency is associated with hereditary

Parkinson disease.

Because the UIM motif is very short, it

cannot be guaranteed that all biologically

meaningful instances are identified by our

profile methods. Several potentially

interesting proteins reach scores slightly

below the significance threshold, including

the DNA-repair protein XPG, the

RING-finger protein MAT1 and members

of the cyclin D3 family. We hypothesize

that, similar to the UBA domain, the UIM

might be a general ubiquitin-binding

motif. Although this role is well

documented for the UIM in the

proteasomal S5a subunit, a similar

function for the UIM present in the factors

involved in endocytosis and lysosomal

degradation remains to be established.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram illustrating the domains of representative proteins harboring the UIM motif. All
proteins (except for UPL1 and F39B1.1) are drawn approximately to scale. UIM motifs are indicated by red ovals,
with a subset of UIMs occurring only in selected splice variants being colored purple. Other domains are drawn as
colored rectangles. Yellow indicates catalytically active domains, cyan indicates domains involved in
ubiquitination and green indicates various types of complex zinc-finger domains resembling the RING-finger
domain. Protein names are the same as in Fig. 1, in which the corresponding species and accession numbers are
also given. Abbreviations: Ank, ankyrin repeat region; C2, C2-domain; EF, EF-hand Ca2+-binding motif; EH,
Eps15-homology domain; ENTH, epsin N-terminal homology domain; F, F-box domain; FYVE, FYVE-finger domain;
HECT, ubiquitin transferase catalytic domain; J, dnaJ chaperone domain; kinase, protein kinase catalytic domain;
LIM, LIM-type Zn-finger domain; OTU, OTU-protease catalytic domain; P-CT, parkin C-terminal domain; PF1–3,
parkin-type complex Zn-finger domains 1–3; PI3-K, PI3-kinase catalytic domain; PX, phox-domain; SH3, Src-
homology domain 3; UBA, ubiquitin-associated domain; UBP, bipartite ubiquitin protease catalytic domain;
UBX; ubiquitin-related X domain; V27CT, Vps27 C-terminal homology domain; VHS, Vps27–HRS–Stam domain;
VWA, von Willebrand factor type A domain; WD40, WD40-repeat region.



The Keystone Symposium on Membrane

protein structure/function relationships

was held on 5–11 March 2001 in Tahoe City,

California, USA.

Keystone Symposia have now been going

strong for 30 years! The first conference

was held at Squaw Valley (California,

USA) in March 1972 and concentrated on

membrane structure and function. The

final speaker at that symposium was

Ronald Kaback, who described his

pioneering work on sugar and amino-acid

transport. Now, Kaback has teamed-up

with Ernest Wright to organize this superb

conference on the structure–function

relationships of membrane proteins. The

150 or so delegates at this meeting were

treated to a broad selection of talks

covering six main themes: general

approaches, membrane protein structure,

ion channels, transporters, ligand-gated

channels and non-channel receptors.

Structural determination of membrane

proteins

Although integral membrane proteins

constitute approximately one-third of all

gene products, their structural elucidation

remains extremely challenging. Even in

the era of structural genomics, only a

handful of membrane protein structures

have been solved to below 3 Å. This low

‘success’rate reflects inherent difficulties

with expression, purification and

crystallization of membrane proteins.

Presently, the only way to obtain <3 Å

resolution data is by X-ray or electron

diffraction and, generally, the rate-limiting

step is finding crystallization conditions for

the detergent-solubilized protein. Although

there are several tricks to encourage

crystal growth, for example the use of

monoclonal antibody fragments, it is still

very much a ‘black art’. However, recently

described 3D-crystallization techniques

show considerable promise. Ehud Landau

(University of Texas, Galveston, TX, USA)

described lipid cubic phase crystallization

(recently used to solve structures of

bacteriorhodopsin), a novel method using

membrane-like bicontinuous lipids that

extend in three dimensions and embed the

proteins. The advantages of this method

are that the proteins are in their natural

environment, can diffuse freely in the

bilayer and are often more stable than in

detergent micelles. 

When good quality 3D crystals cannot

be obtained, 2D crystals can sometimes be

grown more easily, allowing electron

diffraction studies by electron

crystallography. This technique was

pioneered by studies on bacteriorhodopsin

and has recently revealed the architecture

of aquaporins as discussed by Andreas

Engel (University of Basel, Switzerland).

Electron crystallography is becoming more

widespread and has been used to visualize

channel proteins, often confirming

quaternary structures that have been

postulated from biochemical studies.

However, ‘seeing’a membrane protein for

the first time can produce surprises; for

example, Chris Miller (Brandeis

University, Waltham, MA, USA) explained

that the dimeric bacterial CLC-type

chloride channel clearly contains four

visible holes, prompting the question: do

each pair of holes represent different

regions of the same functional pore?

Cysteine chemistry

The title of the conference includes the

words ‘structure’and ‘function’and the

speakers reflected this emphasis. Numerous

talks highlighted the functional information

obtained by biochemical and biophysical

methods. A technique that addresses both

protein topology and dynamics is the

substituted cysteine accessibility method

(SCAM), which takes advantage of cysteine

thiol chemistry. Specific amino acids are

mutated to Cys and their accessibility tested

with thiol-reacting chemicals. Residues

accessible from the extracellular side can be

modified by both membrane-impermeable

and -permeable reagents, whereas residues

on the cytoplasmic side are only modified

by the latter; residues that are completely

buried will not react at all. Ernest Wright

(University of California-Los Angeles, CA,

USA) described how SCAM has been used

extensively to study the sodium–glucose

co-transporter. The ligand-induced

conformational change of this protein has

been probed and Cys residues located in

transmembrane helices 10–13 become

accessable during channel gating, implying

large-scale helical movements of ~10 Å.

Arthur Karlin (Columbia University, New
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